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welcome...

The cricket season is well under way with
some wonderful matches and very special
performances having already taken place
and we are so pleased that the DJ Coaching
flag is flying higher than ever. Nothing can
ever truly replace hard work and I would
like to congratulate all players and coaches
for the continued hard work they always
put in. A special mention of thanks to all the
parents and family members that assist with
lifting and making sure the players have the
opportunity to train, play and enjoy the game
they love so much. Thank you to everyone for
making sure the wheels of the DJ Coaching
bus continue to always move forward
because we are all a TEAM and Together
Everyone Achieves More.

Blue Label Telecoms supports The Cricket
Company and DJ coaching to get Alexandra
primary schools active

At the end of July an exciting program was
launched in the primary schools of Alexandra.
The program is aimed to promote being active
and living a healthy lifestyle using the medium
of cricket to achieve its goals. The programs
core is to promote cricket and being active
amongst all these schools and teach the
girls and boys the fundamentals of playing
the game of cricket and living a healthy and
active life.
Not only is cricket being taught during the
lessons but holistic life lessons and values are
being continually promoted by the coaches
like respect, honesty, manners, tolerance and
so much more.
While the coaches are teaching the boys
and girls cricket they are also identifying some
highly talented and skilled players that will be
additionally coached and looked after further.
The first tournament that this program will
enter is in January 2017 when a Blue Label
Telecoms Invitational Team will take part in
the Montrose Night Challenge which is host to
Congratulations to all the players
sixteen 1st cricket teams over a 7 week period
that represented the different area
from January to March 2017 in SA’s biggest
cricket teams at the recent Gauteng
Inter-Primary School Tournament.
DJ Coaching is so proud to have partnered
Primary and High School Cricket
up
with The Cricket Company and be a part
Festivals held all over Gauteng. We
of this special program and to have many
are so proud of all our DJ Coaching
of its coaches teaching at all these schools
players who flew the flag high
in the morning and working with the boys
and girls. A special thank you must be given
with great skill and wonderful
to Blue Label Telecoms for supporting this
sportsmanship qualities both on
initiative and making what was only a dream
and off the field. Well done to all
now into a reality. The schools we have
IES AND HOLIDAY SPORTS CLINICS CONTACT JONO LEAF-WRIGHT:
worked in are Skeen Primary, Ekukhanyisweni
players and coaches involved.
Primary, Iphuteng Primary, MC Weiler Primary,
Emfundisweni Primary, Bovet Primary and

DR Knack Primary. A special word of thanks
must also be given to The Cricket Company
who together with DJ Coaching to date have
worked with more than 5500 children in these
schools.
We can proudly say that this program
sponsored by Blue Label Telecoms is changing
many lives and promoting so many good
things in these schools as these children are
now also DREAMING BIG and believing that
NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE.
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Bat, ball and family will sustain cricket
By Nicholas Hogg

Love of the game can be passed on
down the generations, regardless of
whether you have satellite TV or not.
Last Bank Holiday weekend I was on a small
campsite that had three separate cricket games in
progress. Family knockabouts, facilitated by those
bargain picnic sets consisting of four stumps which my ten-year-old niece would later arrange
in a single row, so confident of her ability that she
baited me with an extra stump target - a tennis
ball and a thin bat, roused the campers from their
deckchairs. I saw a granny fielding at silly mid-off,
and three-year-old tyros swiping length balls over
caravans.
Campsite cricket was the Bank Holiday sport
of choice: gentle, good-humoured, a cheer for gran
pouching a top edge, and for any contact made
by the aunt with a bad leg. And in the midst of
doom-laden news about declining county game
attendances, and the ever-present threat to Test
cricket, it seemed like we were partaking in an oldfashioned pastime. With one eye on my niece’s sixor-out every ball swing, and another on the nearby
ad hoc games, for once I was warmly optimistic
about the future for grass-roots cricket.
Football is easier to set up, and anyone can chuck
and catch a Frisbee. Yet here we all were doing
that difficult thing called cricket. Even when
most of the adults had sat down and given in to
a cold beer, or lit the barbecue, many of the kids
competed in their own mini-Tests until bad light, or
a grilled burger, stopped play.
What each game did have in common was a
family member of 40 years old or more. The boys
and girls belting the ball into twilight probably
hadn’t spent their pocket money on a cricket set,
and it was most likely an enthusiastic mum or dad
who had decided on cricket as entertainment. How
many of these families had bought cricket sets

after watching a game on a pay-per-view channel,
or on a buffering stream stolen off the internet, I
don’t know. But I’d bet that most were passing on
the joys of cricket acquired in a halcyon era from
their past.
Like many kids with a cricketing dad, I owe my
love of the game to my father’s passion. Before
I watched Ian Botham swat Geoff Lawson into
the stands at Headingley in 1981, I’d hooked a few
tennis balls off my dad’s bowling into next door’s
back garden. I loved the game long before I saw it
on a screen, because it was a thing to do with my
father.
Born and bred in the fertile cricketing grounds
of Mansfield, within a cricket ball throw of Harold
Larwood and Bill Voce, he grew up with a trusty
Gunn & Moore bat in his hand from the day he
could walk. And he has never really stopped
playing. In his seventies now, last week, batting
on a bumpy, uneven wicket against a tennis ball,
he laced delivery after delivery through the covers.
When I twinged my back in a “proper” game the
next day, I very nearly talked him into batting for
me. I could see the glint in his eye, the promise
of being out in the middle once more. And then
common sense prevailed. That and the memory
of him breaking his leg in the regional final of the
1980 National Village Cup.
He was halfway down the track, darting for
a quick single when he was sent back. One set
of spikes stuck, and the other slid. A calm, mildmannered social worker during the week - I’ve only
ever heard him swear in whites - he swore like a
docker when his ankle cracked and the swooping
fielder whipped off the bails. Luckily the opposition
was a colliery club. Their pit medic took one look
at my father’s ankle and called for a stretcher,
forgetting that the first-aid facilities were no more
advanced than a bucket and sponge. However,
several enterprising players cleared the tea table
and jogged it onto the pitch.

Still, the medic wasn’t happy about moving his
patient without setting the joint. It looked like a
nasty break, and he felt my father should stay on
the wicket until the paramedics arrived. Then the
skipper reminded the medic this was a knockout
game, which they were winning, and that the
grand final would be played at Lord’s.
Using two bats and a roll of tape, the medic
hastily bound my father’s leg into a willow cast.
Rolled onto the tea table by the helpful opposition,
he was hoisted from the game. Meanwhile, the
incoming batsman was nearly timed out. He
couldn’t find his bat - firmly attached to my father’s
leg as a splint, and so now speeding away in the
ambulance.
After arriving at casualty and hearing the
doctor was a keen cricketer, my father hoped
for sympathy and professionalism. The doctor
tutted at the run-out, and then cut away the
tape and removed the bats. Now, as any cricketer
understands, and perhaps only a cricketer
understands, once an unfamiliar blade is lifted, the
overriding instinct is to feel the pick-up and play a
couple of air shots. Prior to examining the severity
of my father’s fracture, the doctor examined the
Gunn & Moore splints. And then swished, no doubt
picturing his middled drives skittering along the
corridor and ricocheting off the theatre door.
These were both men of an era when love
for the game was passed down viscerally. Hand
to hand. In a backyard with a dad and a ball.
Perhaps a couple of fielders invented out of things
in the garden. If families play cricket together,
the terrestrial versus satellite argument is less
important. Kids will take up the game because it’s
fun. Not because of what’s happening on a screen.
A day after the campsite cricket, hobbling, stiff
and sore while my father seemed to bounce
around, I tried to talk him into a try-out with the
Nottinghamshire over-70s, a team he’d skip into on
current form.

On the 1st of August 2016 BC Cricket Analysis
started working with some of the DJ
Coaching cricket boys and coaches. It
has been an amazing experience thus far
connecting with young cricketers from
different schools, as well as DJ coaches
all with a common goal of improving their
DJ Coaching in September hosted another very
cricket skills through detailed analysis,
successful and fun Protea’s Clinic for U8 and
emphasising on the coaches’ passionate
U9 players that decided to take part. It was a
work with the kids. BC Cricket Analysis
special three days spent with Temba Bavuma
provides an opportunity for all kids involved
and Aaron Phangiso and other top coaches.
to polish up their skill levels in a very
We would like to thank all those boys that
detailed, yet exciting manner in which they
When deeds speak,
took part and hope that they created great
can see themselves in action. It is a privilege
memories
and
enjoyed
every
moment.
words
are nothing.
to work with these future stars, and also a
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privilege to add value at this stage in their
young cricketing careers.
So, in the case of the disabled, why do you
For more Information please contact:
think this often, exception to the rule statement,
Dumisa Makalima
“DESIRE TRUMPSZABELIEF” becomes
a reality?
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In my opinion, the disabled athlete often experiences
Cell: 061 831 4598
the feeling of deprivation compared to the ablebodied people they are immersed among on a daily
basis. Their feeling of deprivation provokes a hunger
to achieve and massive exercise in SELF-CONTROL
in order for them to focus on a long journey of
hard work and often sacrificing pleasure in order
to accomplish what their able-bodied counterparts
I recently worked with Paralympians
Venue: Sandton Indoor Action Sports Arena
can have at times with ease and at times with
whom I prepared for the Paralympics, which took
Date: Fri 21 October & Mon 24 October (2 day clinic)
difficulty. None the less, they want to prove their
place immediately after the Olympics in Rio. At
Time: 9h00 – 12h00
ability,
worth and perhaps equality so badly that
the
Champion
Academy,
both
my
partner
Rikki
Cost: R450 for both days
(includes a drink and a snack daily)
their desire to accomplish or have what they
Dworcan and I have played professionally, coached
want becomes their potent driving force to make
professionals and we are now mentally coaching
To book email jono@djcoaching.co.za
amateur and professional athletes in many sports. it happen –having the ability or not – and therefore,
they make it happen!
However, we have both never seen a desire so
In our work of bringing out the full potential
great, so intense like that of the Paralympian. In their
of amateur and professional athletes, as well as
sports psychology sessions they presented with
Venue: Montrose Primary School
leaders and employees, the disabled athletes’ story
such eagerness. They consumed the information
(91, 12th Street, Parkmore)
makes me think twice about how important it is to
provided to them like sponges, they did their tasks
Date: Thurs 8 Dec & Fri 9 Dec (2 day clinic)
cultivate a context of desire when your intention is
with diligence, and they listened as if their lives
Time: 8h00 – 12h30
to develop anyone’s full potential. More especially in
depended on it. The essence of this article is about
today’s society,it is becoming apparent that much
Cost: R450 for both days
desire, the source of it, the intensity of it, and the
(includes a drink and a snack daily)
of the struggle that parents, coaches, and leaders
importance of it! I know that I am generalising, and
To book email jono@djcoaching.co.za
experience with the people they are guiding, is
I know that there are many exceptions, but it is the
around the need for immediate gratification and the
Paralympic athlete that appears, from my point of
lack of self-control in the cultivation of discipline and
view, to have a desire so great that significantly
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of their cases they are living examples of DESIRE
In the book “Focus” by Daniel Goleman, he
TRUMPING BELIEFS!
refers to decades of research results that
Before I move onto why I believe their desire
have demonstrated the singular importance of
trumps beliefs, I want to share with you a little
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WILLPOWER
on determiningZAthe courseFACEBOOK.COM/DJC
of one’s
snippet about what theJONO@DJCOACHING.CO.ZA
disabled athlete has to
life.
For
me
the
source of willpower comes from
deal with on a daily basis. Just like any able-bodied
athlete, they have intense preparation schedules, deprivation or order to fulfil a desire later.
A real life test of self-control was conducted in
which include time with their sports psychologist,
physio therapist, physical trainer, specialist coach, New-Zealand. This study was probably one of the
most significant in the realms of life success due
eye – specialist, nutritionist etc. In addition to this
to the enormous sample of over 1000 children. All
tight schedule they have to prioritise the most
these children were studied intensively in childhood
important of all, and that is time for prosthetics
and then tracked decades later by a team of
and/wheelchairs. These have to be fitted and
varying disciplines in different countries, testing
mechanically prepared perfectly for each particular
for levels of SELF-CONTROL. During childhood the
athlete’s needs. In some cases, it is very painful with
markers studied were levels of frustration tolerance,
a new or adjusted prosthetic as their bodies and
level of sports increase. If they need wheelchairs, concentration, and persistence. Two decades later
4 percent of the entire group were tracked and
when they have them tightened or upgraded they
tested. The results demonstrated that the better
need
quite
some
time
to
adjust
to
them
until
their
Cricket Tip No.1
their scores were on the areas of self-control in
game
feels
as
if
it
did
with
their
old
wheel-chairs.
Fast Bowling is hard work, spend time on your
childhood, the sounder their health and financial
Much longer than what it takes to wear in new
cricket fitness, get fit and strong for the work
success in adulthood. In fact, SELF-CONTROL in
shoes or a new bat.
ahead.
childhood proved a stronger predictor of financial
Some Paralympians were born with a disability
Cricket Tip No.2
success then IQ or social class.
and others experienced a traumatic event that
You need to understand and know your bowling
The above study and many others demonstrate
brought about their new status of a dis-abled
action. When your action is repeatable you will
the permeating effects that self-control can have on
person. In the former, they have had to deal with
be able to control your line and length.
a person’s current and future success. In the case
rejection, bullying and the struggle of having to fit
of the Paralympians in certain aspects of life, being
in to a society that perceives them as the exception
Cricket Tip No.3
deprived physically is not a choice it is a given. This
to the rule and often deals with their status
Fast bowling needs mental toughness, you
given has the strong probability of growing a high
accordingly. In other cases, the enormous trauma
need to mentally prepare yourself for the hard
propensity for SELF-CONTROL. They are deprived of
of
the
event
is
either
worked
through
with
the
work and challenge ahead.
some of the bodily privileges that we as able-bodied
help of mental health specialists or not. In either
Cricket Tip No.4
people take for granted. They are reminded of their
there will
be a reminder
of the JONO
trauma
that
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Learn to enjoy bowling and spending time in the
deprivation daily, and their disability requires large
has to be carried with them wherever they go and
field. It helps by setting small goals that you can
quantities of self-control to continue the journey of
whatever they do. As you can hear these athletes
focus on and achieve.
have to work on conquering many personal, social, an Olympic level athlete. In turn the energy invested
in the latter evokes an intense desire to achieve
psychological
and physical
challenges
together with
FACEBOOK.COM/DJCOACHINGCRICKET
CELL: 082 783
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ZA
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Tip4772
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that which they may dream about but may not
the extremely pressurising mental challenges that
Keep it as simple as possible, don’t try too
even believe in achieving.
accompany professional or Olympic sport. In this
hard. Manage your expectations, don’t put
We need to keep the Paralympian’s in the back of
moment
as
I
am
writing
this,
I
am
feeling
a
wave
of
unnecessary pressure on yourself, it allows you
our
minds, whilst creating contexts for bringing
tremendous
relief,
appreciation
and
gratefulness
for
to keep your mind quiet and allows your skills
out
the
full potential of human beings in whatever
my
abled
and
healthy
body
that
I
can
move
around
to flow naturally.
area of life. If we hypothesize that a contributory
automatically with ease and energy. This is where
Cricket Tip No.6
factor to self-control is temporary deprivation or
we have the advantage in the sense that we do not
Understand and learn from your bad days, it’s
the delaying of gratification, then we need to be
have to deal with any physical limitations besides
important to reflect so that you don’t repeat the
those that just differentiate strength, shape, size, conscious of whether we are creating this kind of
same mistakes.
context for the people we are growing. We need to
talent and a few mostly non-serious injuries. How
be teaching the mind-set that paradoxically finds
lucky are any able-bodied human beings who are
Cricket Tip No.7
fulfilment in the journey toward fulfilling a desire or
able to use their bodies so freely to focus on their
Always back yourself, what we say to ourselves
goal, rather than the expectation of wanting that
particular sport and stretch their bodies to the
is important, keep your self talk positive and
desire to be fulfilled in the here and now. The mindlimit in order to fulfil their sports potential. This
focused.
set that is able to focus on what is happening in the
point even makes me feel a little guilty for all the
Cricket Tip No.8
present builds up a much for satisfying feeling for
excuses I’ve made for not going to gym when I’ve
Be prepared to put the work in at the nets to get
felt cold, demotivated or just lazy! Furthermore, arriving at that which we even more strongly desire
your skill 100%
for in the future. A context that serves to stimulate
the understanding of the Paralympian’s physical
Be specific and always train at a 100%.
and motivate old and new desires, maintains the
challenges is also reminder to treat my remarkable
Cricket Tip No.9
hunger in the present and an unbelievably gratifying
body with respect emotionally, physically and
Look after your body regarding your diet,
fulfilment of these desires in the future.
nutritionally and revere it as the sacred temple it
As leaders, coaches, and parents, saying no to
recovery and over bowling.
was made to be!
those you are growing can therefore do more
However,
the
twist
comes
in
when
we
look
at
our
Cricket Tip No.10
than just instilling self-control. It may even mean
relationship
with
desire
and
belief
compared
to
the
Have fun every time you step on the park!
disabled athletes’ relationship with desire and belief. inspiring a desire so great that evokes a potential
much bigger than they or you ever believed, making
Not only in sport, but in many aspects of life there
are so many cases where both the disabled athletes’ the exception more the rule of DESIRE TRUMPING
BELIEF!
beliefs and societies’ beliefs in their capabilities is to
categorically deny their ability in achieving specific
goals perceived to be difficult to accomplish for
COORDINATION ASSESSMENT NUMERIC
by Toni Gaddie
everyone able-bodied or not! However, it is in these
TRAINING PROGRAM
Clinical & Sports Psychologist
incidences that documented cases demonstrate
(toni@gaddie.net)
how the disabled person’s desire proves to be so
great that despite all perceived beliefs about their
inability, they prove others and even themselves
TOTAL COORDINATION ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
wrong!
It is here when DESIRE CAN TRUMP BELIEF.
*Toni Gaddie co-founded The Champion Academy with her sister Rikki Gaddie Dworcan in 2012.
5 DAY HOLIDAY CLINICS

“

Sports Clinics:
Clinic 1

Desire trumps
beliefs

Clinic 2

Coaching

Cricket bowling tips
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• SYNCHRONISATION OF MOVEMENT

watch these links:

• HAND-EYE/PERIPHERAL SKILLS
• RESISTANCE AND MOBILITY
• BALANCE AND RHYTHM
www.icancoord.co.za
Bill Corner - 082 933 9521 or bill@icancoord.co.za

LESS 15% FOR DJ COACHING PLAYERS!

Here is a video link on AB de Villiers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dTRx3cUDfXo
Here is a video link on Virat Kholi
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUPp-Afdc7o

Enjoy the videos

DJ Coaching recommends EyeGym for any cricket
player or sportsman. It works on your visual speed
and enhancesperformance. If you are interested
please visit www.eyegym.co.za or feel free to
contact the EyeGym Team, Dr Sherylle Calder &
Christi Botha on info@drsheryllecalder.com

011 706 7433

vitality schools
programme
Your athletes can reach their personal best
We are excited to announce that Discovery
Vitality was named the Official Wellness Partner
of the South African Olympic Team competing
in the 2016 Rio Olympics, as well as the official
SuperSport broadcast sponsor of the 2016 Rio
Olympic Games.
The Olympic Games is the ultimate platform
for achieving personal bests. It’s magical and
inspiring. We watched with amazement the
unparalleled feats of human agility, grace,
strength, and beauty.
Although it might seem that these athletes
are in a completely different world, it does not
mean that these feats of the human body is
beyond our means. As the great philosopher,
Aristotle, once said, “We are what we repeatedly
do. Excellence, therefore is not an act, but a habit.”
Help your athletes achieve their personal best
by tapping into these four great coaching habits:

young athletes at a young age and show them
they are going to become better every time they
work with you.
Once the connection is there, keep
communicating with your athletes and teach
them as you progress. Keep them in the loop
about what to expect and always review your
plan of action for the next session. This gives
your athletes a clear vision of reaching their
goals, demonstrates your expertise and shows
you are committed to and invested in them.

Unique athletes, unique approaches

win a pair of
Cutty shoes!

All you have to do is answer 2 questions:

1. Who is the shoe sponsor
for the DJ Coaching
Newsletter Competition?
2. What is the quote
of the month?
The first correct email sent to
info@djcoaching.co.za will win the prize.

to Ethan Cohn
for winning the Cutty sneakers from last
editions competition.

Athletes come in all shapes and sizes, and each
have their own learning styles as well. This calls
Our Vision:
for an equally unique approach:
To
be
the
best at what we do
•
Visual learners adapt to what they see
around them and respond well to a quick
Our Mission:
demonstration of an exercise or drill.
To
exceed
customer
expectations through
• uditory learners benefit from verbal cues or
being
creative,
inspirational,
passionate,
Training should be more challenging
descriptions of the tasks at hand.
The worst place to find your athletes’ physical
focused and by celebrating success.
• Somatosensory learners require a hands-on
and mental limits is during competition time.
approach, so you might have to physically
So your athletes’ training need to be physically,
move an athlete’s arms through a motion
mentally, technically, tactically and emotionally
or even tap a certain muscle you are
challenging and demanding.
attemptingSPORTS
to activate.
FOR PRIVATE CRICKET COACHING,
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Success means to develop

Start with a general, multifaceted approach until
Realise that success is a moving target. Commit
you learn what they respond best to. For example,
to life-long learning, as well as honest, personal
demonstrate an exercise while discussing what
and professional evaluation and continuous
you are doing
and how to perform it, then
FACEBOOK.COM/DJCOACHINGCRICKE
CELL:
082
783
4772
JONO@DJCOACHING.CO.ZA
WWW.DJCOACHING.CO. ZA
improvement of your young athletes.
following up with a physically guided approach
Communicate and connect
as the athlete performs it for the first time.
This year is wrapping up at a rapid rate
Your young athletes shouldn’t have to feel that
and our challenge to everyone is to take
every time they work with you is a hard workout
Your athletes can all achieve their personal
a deep breath as often as possible and
without any results. Establish a connection with
bests. All it takes is a little practice.

Final thought

If you are interested in having cricket nets/pitch installed at your house or venue
and need any assistance please contact Jono Leaf-Wright on 082 783 4772
for some free help. Jono will assist you with getting quotes from relevant suppliers
QUOTEand will give
you advice on the project as an added benefit of being a part of the DJ Coaching Family.
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FOR PRIVATE CRICKET COACHING, SPORTS BIRTHDAY PARTIES AND HOLIDAY SPORTS CLINICS CONTACT JONO LEAF-WRIGHT:

All venue enquiries contact: Jono Leaf-Wright: jono@djcoaching.co.za
CELL: 082 783 4772
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appreciate all the great things in our
lives. Sport is one of those great things
as it is a wonderful tool to improve
active lifestyles which in turn promotes
social well-being and a healthy body and
mind. Let’s keep our youth active and
promote healthy lifestyles always.
Enjoy the rest of the term.

FACEBOOK.COM/DJCOACHINGCRICKET

COACHING VENUES:
Dainfern College • Sandton Indoor Action Arena • Montrose Primary School • Bryanston Primary • Rivonia Primary • KD Linksfield • KD Sandton • KD Victory Park • Rivonia Sports Centre

www.sandtonactionsports.co.za

